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(Pt9)Abstract— This paper describes composite propagation effects of both the median pathloss and shadow fading in the large
city. In general, the propagation characteristic for the power profile of received signal has the relative power reduction and
fluctuation according to distance to the receiver’s location far away from the transmitter. The result of these channel propagation
losses is due to the reduction of electric field in the air according to the separated distance between a transmitter and receiver, and
due to the multipath effect such as the plane reflection and edge diffraction of the propagated radio signals at the plane of buildings
and roads or vehicles etc. Propagated multipath radio signals via different paths may be simultaneously received to a target receiver
with different field strength and phases. Actually, it is not easy to how to predict the optimum radio propagation characteristics in
the large city from a transmitter to target receiver at the specific mobile or fixed communication link, because the outdoor
environment have the different height of transceivers and various structure factors such as buildings, roads, and vehicles in the
large city including the urban, suburban and rural area. Therefore, the measurement is currently candidate solution for predicting
the radio propagation characteristics in the novel environments. In this paper, two different stations between a fixed and mobile
station are considered. Measurement results are compared with the general radio propagation model of 3GHz frequency and lower.
As another issue, we discuss and propose on the closed form of the interfering received signal strength intensity when two different
stations like a fixed system as the repeater and a mobile system as Long Term Evolution coexist in the same area. In the coexisting
environment, two different stations overlap the cell coverage and are assigned in the adjacent channel frequency. Therefore, the
potential interference may cause to their reception each other. Here, it is important to analyze the interference impact to the victim
station as a receiver from the interfering station as a transmitter to get out of the interference. In this paper, it is assumed that an
interfering station as a transmitter is fixed repeater and a victim station as a receiver is a mobile Long Term Evolution system. For
estimating interfering received signal strength intensity, it is issued to figure out a radio propagation characteristic. However, it is
unknown for the available median pathloss model to apply for analyzing the performance of Long Term Evolution system from
interfering fixed repeater in the large city with none line of sight in the coexisting environment. Finally, we propose the median
pathloss characteristic from measuring the electric field strength of a fixed repeater as an interfering transmitter and calculated
interfering received signal strength intensity to a victim station. Using both the measurement and the theoretic calculation results,
the separated distance between an interfering transmitter and victim receiver is discussed for the protection of a victim
station.instructions give you guidelines for preparing papers for IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS. Use this document as a
template if you are using Microsoft Word 6.0 or later. Otherwise, use this document as an instruction set. The electronic file of your
paper will be formatted further at IEEE. Define all symbols used in the abstract. Do not cite references in the abstract. Do not delete
the blank line immediately above the abstract; it sets the footnote at the bottom of this column.
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